Gm single wire alternator wiring diagram

Installing a one-wire GM alternator makes the process of adding an alternator to a vehicle
originally equipped with a generator very simple. One-wire alternators are also used by people
in the performance car field to help make the car lighter as there are fewer wires to add weight
to the vehicle. Mount the alternator to the engine. These alternators were not used in cars so
you may need to fabricate a mounting bracket. You might also find a bracket that will work at a
local junkyard. Bend the ends 90 degrees to form a cradle for the alternator and drill a hole in
both tabs to slide a bolt through, which will hold the base of the alternator. Drill holes through
the long part of the bracket to mount the piece to the original holes for the generator bracket.
Use the slotted adjusting top bracket from the generator as a top mount. Be certain the engine
and alternator pulleys are aligned properly. The belt must run straight to prevent wear. Follow
the battery positive cable from the battery to where it is connected on the starter relay. Install a
gauge wire to this terminal with a ring connector and run the wire to the back of the alternator.
Connect this wire to the the insulated stud output terminal on the back of the alternator with
another ring connector. Lowell is a freelance writer who has been writing professionally since
June , with articles appearing on various websites. A mechanic and truck driver for more than
40 years, Lowell is able to write knowledgeably on many automotive and mechanical subjects.
He is currently pursuing a degree in English. Step 1 Disconnect the negative battery cable at the
battery. Step 2 Mount the alternator to the engine. Step 3 Follow the battery positive cable from
the battery to where it is connected on the starter relay. Reconnect the negative battery cable to
the battery. Things You'll Need gauge automotive wireAlternator mounting brackets. A popular
form of performance upgrade revolves around applying current technology to older machines.
Among the most overlooked aspects of swapping late-model engines into early Chevys is
upgrading the charging system. Since then, a landslide of charging system and alternator
enhancements have followed. We decided we needed to focus our attention on some of the
more popular alternator conversions and wiring harness modifications necessary to
accommodate them. We wanted to get input from a few professionals in the world of automotive
charging, so we reached out to Tuff Stuff Performance and Painless Performance. On the back
of GM alternators, you will find a two- or four-wire plug along with a large output stud. The large
stud is for the output wire connection that is connected to the battery positive post. Even a
stock replacement CSD will offer more power at low speeds than previous models. Other
alternatives that also work well. In nearly all cases, alternators are rated by maximum
potential-amperage output. This is not amperage delivered while at idle! The original DN
externally regulated alternator is probably not capable of much more than 35 amps at idle. Back
in the days of AM radios, that was enough to maintain system voltage. We spoke with Mike
Stasko, marketing manager for Tuff Stuff Performance, and he has a recommendation.
Late-model alternators are far more efficient at idle, so a stock amp alternator might be capable
of 60 to 65 amps at idle. Alternator rating numbers are generally tested with the alternator at
ambient temperature. Unfortunately, with the charging system at normal operating temperature,
internal resistance increases with heat, and the output drops, typically by 15 to 20 percent. If
you have an alternator rated at amp at idle, its normal operating temperature is probably
capable of only around 75 to 80 amps. The net result is a loss of system voltage at idle. These
are the four most common alternator connectors. If you are not sure which alternator you have,
the connector shape is a good indicator of alternator configuration. To evaluate your charging
system, try this simple experiment. With the engine idling at operating temperature, turn on all
the electrical components such as the headlights, blower motor at full speed, four-way flashers,
electric fans, and the stereo at a reasonable level. Then, note the electrical system operating
voltage. They need a minimum of All About The Connections. This alternator DN , uses a flat,
two-prong connection at the back of the alternator. The other main connection on the alternator
is the output terminal that charges the battery. The main advantage of either unit is they employ
an internal voltage regulator SI stands for system integrated. But this is not a simple bolt-on
conversion. The and SI units use a different two-wire connector plug on the rear of the
alternator. The Number 1 wire on the or SI is connected to the charge warning light on the dash.
The Number 2 wire is what is called the voltage sensing wire. When converting from an external
voltage regulator to an internal such as the SI, many enthusiasts merely connect the Number 2
voltage sensing wire directly to the output terminal. While this shortcut is simple and functional,
it will not optimize the charging system. The voltage-sensing wire is best connected closer to
the battery. High-output alternators greater than amp need a minimum of an 8-or-larger gauge
charge wire to reduce resistance. The largest is always better although clunky in appearance for
minimal resistance for alternators putting out more than amps. The main charge wire on the
back of the alternator is eventually tied into the positive post on the battery. However, this
connection is often a long wire. This cable length creates resistance that can be easily
measured with a simple charging system efficiency test. With the engine at idle â€” and several

components like headlights, electric cooling fans, and perhaps the heater fan, operating,
compare the voltage readings at the alternator to those at the battery. There will generally be a
slight voltage drop at the battery of around 0. By locating the voltage-sensing wire closer to the
battery, the alternator can compensate for this slight drop in voltage and maintain the overall
electrical system at around 14 volts. With the voltage-sensing wire connected to the output
terminal, this half-volt drop is not measured and the entire charging system under-performs.
Singled Out. This is also a good place to mention one-wire alternators. These aftermarket
alternators eliminate the warning light and voltage-sensing wire connections all OE alternators
use. Voltage sensing is accomplished internally, which as we just covered is one reason why
one-wire alternators are not as efficient as a remote-sensing alternator. Another minor
disadvantage to one-wire alternators is the rotor in the alternator must achieve a certain speed
to self-excite. This usually requires the driver to rev the engine to increase internal voltage to
sufficiently excite the alternator to begin charging. But, you need to be aware of this and rev the
engine after it starts to ensure the charging system is functioning. Remote-sensing alternators
are capable of charging the moment the engine starts. Tuff Stuff also sells a plug-in harness
that will accomplish this based on whether the car has a warning light or not. Among the
available charging-system alternatives, you can choose to merely upgrade to a higher output
alternator within the same design as your existing alternator, or update with a later model unit
with more output. The simplest would be to upgrade your current alternator. Retaining a DN
with the separate voltage regulator might be a good idea for those who want to retain the
original appearance â€” for restoration purposes. The car retains the original factory DN
external-regulator wiring. This is the cleanest way to upgrade. As a less expensive alternative,
Painless Wiring offers a replacement CS pigtail connector that can easily be spliced into place.
A common charging system issue with older cars is excessive resistance between the
alternator and the battery. A quick test with the engine idling is to turn on several electrical
accessories like headlights and the heater fan. Then, test voltage at the rear of the alternator
and compare that to the voltage at the battery. If the voltage at the battery is within 0. If it drops
more than 0. All late-model alternators employ an electronic voltage regulator. If your car is like
this Chevelle and has a voltmeter or factory ammeter gauge without a charging system warning
light, a resistor must be wired into the warning light circuit. Essentially, the resistor takes the
place of the load created by the warning light. In factory applications, either a charge-indicator
light or ECM provides this 1 amp or less, switched volt source. Without this resistance, too
much amperage reaches the regulator and causes it to burn up. Note the drawing shows the
external shape of the connector as rounded on one end while the internal shape is rectangular.
So, with this resistor, under normal charging circumstances, you are never putting more than 0.
Of course, simply wiring the Painless connector to a warning light accomplishes the same thing
as the resistor, so one or the other is all that is needed. This is true for all later model
alternators with internal voltage regulators and is why Painless includes the resistor in every
pigtail conversion. We make this point because it is possible to purchase a replacement
alternator pigtail from almost any auto parts store. These are often less expensive, but not
packaged with a resistor. If you are using a standard pigtail perhaps pulled from a junkyard
vehicle , you need to know which wire is the voltage-sensing wire and which one is the exciter
wire that needs either a charge-indicator light or a resistor. This makes an excellent spot for the
voltage-sensing wire connection when this terminal block is mounted near the battery. To keep
this story brief, we have not taken a deep dive into physically mounting these different
alternators to various engines, as this can get somewhat complicated. With this review of the
wiring harness differences, updating your charging system should not be very intimidating.
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Engine. What do you do when the stock alternator was originally externally regulated? It's
simple! The only thing you need to hook up on a one-wire alternator is a charge wire from the
terminal on the alternator to the positive terminal on the battery or any positive battery source.
The external regulator can either be totally dismantled from the firewall or left in place. If left in
place, be sure to disconnect the wiring harness from the regulator. The wiring harness has to be
disconnected from the regulator or the indicator light on the dash will remain on. Note: if the
vehicle is equipped with an indicator light, the light will no longer be operative. Most 1-wire
alternators have a charging point set around rpm or higher. This is the speed where the internal
sensory circuit connects the battery voltage to the regulator, thereby turning the alternator on.
Once the voltage regulator turns on, the alternator will remain on and charging until the engine
comes to a complete stop. If the engine idle speed and pulley ratio combination does not allow
the alternator to come to during start-up, the engine will have to increase the RPM to engage the
one wire alternator. One exception to this is Tuff Stuff's heavy duty amp performance alternator
rated to charge 80amps at rpm. Changing the pulley ratio on the alternator by slowing it down
will generally keep a one-wire regulator from charging. This can also produce a low voltage
problem at engine idle speed depending on the amount of reduction. Alternators are usually
tested with a pulley ratio. This is the recommended street pulley ratio and is used in most
factory applications. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Videos All Videos. Tags: Tech. GM 1-Wire
Alternator Operation. More Info. Related Articles. See how a Chevelle gets an upgraded grille!
Learn the pros of using the Dynacorn trim and extensions and some helpful tips for a
successful install. This project consists of installing a RetroSound head unit into a Chevelle.
Learn the advantages of this type of unit from accepting multiple faces to the extensively
adjustable equalizer. We look at the basics of performance carburetion and what you need to
properly supply your street or race car with enough fuel in this buyer's guide. Jeff's Chevelle
gets a dash overhaul. This project highlights a refinished dash top, Astro vents and a new
padded dash bumper. Today we take a look at the differences between proportioning valves
both fixed and adjustable models and the residual pressure valves we offer in this buyer's
guide. Custom rides usually require custom brake and fuel lines. Educate yourself on the tools
you will need and the proper steps to a successful line assembly in our buyer's guide. Check
out this article to learn about the unique features and how it requires only one cable to plug in
for install! Learn helpful tips along the way including how to route the blue trigger wire away
from the coil and ignition system. Follow this guide on how to install a splined sway bar for GM
A-body applications. See the installation process on a '68 Chevelle frame using stock control
arms and factory chassis bolt and pad locations. If you are confused as to how that new
steering wheel you want is going to attach to your project's steering column then this buyer's
guide should be your first visit before adding that new wheel to your shopping list. How to Wire
A One Wire Gm Alternator Diagrams â€” wiring diagram is a simplified all right pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the capability and signal friends in the company of the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives guidance not quite the relative position and bargain of devices and terminals on
the devices, to incite in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would law more
detail of the bodily appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to put
the accent on interconnections on top of physical appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to create positive that every the friends have been made and that
anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams feint the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and surviving electrical services in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use within acceptable limits symbols
for wiring devices, usually every second from those used upon schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not solitary exploit where something is to be installed, but also what type of
device is innate installed. For example, a surface ceiling spacious is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling vivacious has a alternating symbol, and a surface fluorescent vivacious has
another symbol. Each type of switch has a alternating story and consequently do the various
outlets. There are symbols that put it on the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime,

and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority
to assume attachment of the habitat to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will
with increase panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special
services such as blaze alarm or closed circuit television or supplementary special services.
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enable you to definitely learn different ways to sophisticated problems. Additionally, Wiring
Diagram gives you time body during which the projects are for being completed. Wiring diagram
also provides beneficial suggestions for tasks that may require some additional equipment.
This e-book even consists of recommendations for additional materials that you may require to
be able to complete your tasks. It will likely be in a position to provide you with further gear like
conductive tape, screwdrivers, wire nuts, etc. Wiring Diagram contains each examples and
step-by-step instructions that might permit you to definitely actually build your undertaking.
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assist you to attain your requiredâ€¦. Not merely will it enable you toâ€¦. Not just will it enable
you to achieve yourâ€¦. Wiring Diagram For Chevy Silverado. Not only will it help you attain your
required results faster, but additionally make the complete method simpler for everybody. This
e-book can show to be the perfect device for all these who wish to produce a well-organized and
well-planned functioning surroundings. Wiring Diagram will come with a number of easy to
follow Wiring Diagram Guidelines. These guidelines will probably be easy to comprehend and
use. With this particular guide, you may be capable to see how each and every component
ought to be linked and also the exact actions you should get as a way to successfully complete
a certain task. Wiring Diagram contains several detailed illustrations that display the connection
of assorted things. It includes guidelines and diagrams for different kinds of wiring techniques
and other products like lights, windows, etc. Each one of these ideas are illustrated with useful
examples. Wiring Diagram not only provides detailed illustrations of what you can do, but
additionally the methods you ought to stick to while doing so. Not only can you locate different
diagrams, however you may also get step-by-step directions to get a specific project or matter
that you would like to know more details on. Additionally, Wiring Diagram gives you enough

time body during which the projects are to become completed. You may be capable to know
exactly if the assignments should be finished, which makes it much simpler to suit your needs
to correctly handle your time and
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efforts. Wiring diagram also gives useful ideas for tasks which may need some added
equipment. This book even includes suggestions for additional provides that you could want to
be able to end your projects. It will also include supplies you may must full easy assignments.
Wiring Diagram consists of each examples and step-by-step instructions that might allow you to
definitely really build your venture. Wiring Diagrams are created to be easy to comprehend and
easy to create. You can find this guide easy to make use of and in addition very affordable.
Furthermore, this book gives sensible ideas for many various assignments that you simply will
likely be able to complete. With this kind of an illustrative guidebook, you will be able to
troubleshoot, avoid, and full your tasks with ease. Not merelyâ€¦. With this kind of an illustrative
guide, you are going to have the ability to troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your assignments
with ease. Sg Wiring Diagram. Jeep Wrangler Wiring Diagram.

